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included -  2 tempered glass shelves  8mm. Thickness and 

1 structural  wooden shelf 22mm thickness 

the gold edge effect is made in satin aluminum and gold 

painted, it is valuable material and of great visual effect.

Handles and legs are in metal with a special gold paint 

hand applied. This procedure allow a very special shining 

gold effect

2 DOORS CABINET
TECHNICAL FEATURES

this special agglomerate, on the contrary of the standard 

melaminic, has a great definition and depth  of the open 

pore, much better in quality. (mat finish)

AGGLOMERATED WOOD:ASH TRAY FINISH OPEN PORE

MDF MARBLE EFFECT LACQUERED 100 GLOSS

The decorative is an ADORA exclusivity, it has been made 

only for us, and includes veins in gold powder which has 

outstanding effect once lacquered.

TECHNICAL NAME BRONZE STOPSOL. Glass has  a mirror 

effect from outside which makes it a very precious feature.

The packing of this model has been conceived following the 

best enviromental eco sosteinability, characterized by a 

packing composed of 90% recycled materials and 10% of 

plastic materials.

plastic materials is used exclusively on the hardware 

packing  and on the decorative parts packing.

soft closing hinges SALICE with regulation system

HARDWARE

LIGHTS SET

Led light set (warm light 3000K°) low energetic 

consumption class A++
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MDF MARBLE EFFECT LACQUERED 100 GLOSS

1 DOOR CABINET
TECHNICAL FEATURES

AGGLOMERATED WOOD:ASH TRAY FINISH OPEN PORE

this special agglomerate, on the contrary of the standard 

melaminic, has a great definition and depth  of the open pore, 

much better in quality. (mat finish)

plastic materials is used exclusively on the hardware packing  

and on the decorative parts packing.

DOORS AVAILABILITY

 RIGHT DOOR CABINET

&

The decorative is an ADORA exclusivity, it has been made only 

for us, and includes veins in gold powder which has 

outstanding effect once lacquered.

TECHNICAL NAME BRONZE STOPSOL. Glass has  a mirror effect 

from outside which makes it a very precious feature.

included -  2 tempered glass shelves  8mm. Thickness and 1 

structural  wooden shelf 22mm thickness 

HARDWARE

soft closing hinges SALICE with regulation system the gold edge effect is made in satin aluminum and gold 

painted, it is valuable material and of great visual effect.

LEFT DOOR CBINET

LIGHTS SET

Led light set (warm light 3000K°) low energetic 

consumption class A++

Handles and legs are in metal with a special gold paint hand 

applied. This procedure allow a very special shining gold effect

The packing of this model has been conceived following the 

best enviromental eco sosteinability, characterized by a 

packing composed of 90% recycled materials and 10% of 

plastic materials.
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MODULARITY

4 DOORS BUFFET
TECHNICAL FEATURES

the 4 doors buffet has been studied to give the 

customer the chance to assemble the glass or wooden 

doors at his own will

OPTION 1

lateral wooden doors and central glass doors

OPTION 2

lateral and central wooden doors

OPTION 3

LATERAL AND CENTRAL GLASS DOORS

this configuration must be considered a "customized 

request"considering that the  lateral base units are not 

equipped with glass shelf and lights

plastic materials is used exclusively on the hardware 

packing  and on the decorative parts packing.

AGGLOMERATED WOOD:ASH TRAY FINISH OPEN PORE

this special agglomerate, on the contrary of the standard 

melaminic, has a great definition and depth  of the open 

pore, much better in quality. (mat finish)

MDF MARBLE EFFECT LACQUERED 100 GLOSS

The decorative is an ADORA exclusivity, it has been 

made only for us, and includes veins in gold powder 

which has outstanding effect once lacquered.

LIGHTS SET

Led light set (warm light 3000K°) in the central part  low 

energetic consumption class A++

the gold edge effect is made in satin aluminum and gold 

painted, it is valuable material and of great visual effect.

The packing of this model has been conceived following 

the best enviromental eco sosteinability, characterized 

by a packing composed of 90% recycled materials and 

10% of plastic materials.

soft closing hinges SALICE with regulation system. 

Hnges for glass door are not with self closing 

mechanism. Adjustable feet are placed beneath the 

central part of the buffet to level it up to uneven floors.

TECHNICAL NAME BRONZE STOPSOL. Glass has  a mirror 

effect from outside which makes it a very precious 

feature.

included - 1 temperated glass shelf 6mm thickness and 

2 agglomerate shelves 22mm thickness. Mirror back in 

the central part.
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The packing of this model has been conceived following 

the best enviromental eco sosteinability, characterized 

by a packing composed of 90% recycled materials and 

10% of plastic materials.

plastic materials is used exclusively on the hardware 

packing  and on the decorative parts packing.

the 2 door buffet is available only with marble effect 

doors. Should be required with glass doors, please note 

that inside the shelf is in wood and there is no light set.

soft closing hinges SALICE with regulation system the gold edge effect is made in satin aluminum and gold 

painted, it is valuable material and of great visual effect.

Handles and legs are in metal with a special gold paint 

hand applied. This procedure allow a very special 

shining gold effect

included - 1 wooden shelf 22mm thickness                               

2 doors buffet
TECHNICAL FEATURES

IMPORTANT NOTICE

the 2 door buffet is delivered disassembled  

NOTE

HARDWARE

AGGLOMERATED WOOD:ASH TRAY FINISH OPEN PORE

this special agglomerate, on the contrary of the standard 

melaminic, has a great definition and depth  of the open 

pore, much better in quality. (mat finish)

MDF MARBLE EFFECT LACQUERED 100 GLOSS

The decorative is an ADORA exclusivity, it has been 

made only for us, and includes veins in gold powder 

which has outstanding effect once lacquered.
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The decorative is an ADORA exclusivity, it has been 

made only for us, and includes veins in gold powder 

which has outstanding effect once lacquered.

MODULAR TV UNIT
TECHNICAL FEATURES

MODULARITY

MODULARITY

included 1 wooden shelf 22mm thickness.                      The packing of this model has been conceived following 

the best enviromental eco sosteinability, characterized 

by a packing composed of 90% recycled materials and 

10% of plastic materials.

plastic materials is used exclusively on the hardware 

packing  and on the decorative parts packing.

THE BASE  UNIT IS COMPOSED OF A CENTRAL MODULE 

WITH A WOODEN SHELF AND 2 END SIDES 

(LEFT/RIGHT) TOP AVAILABLE IN MARBLE EFFECT OF 

MIRROR AND DOORS IN GLASS OR WOOD

THE TV UNIT IS COMPLETELY CUSTOMIZABLE USING 

THE VARIOUS ALTERNATIVES OF DOORS, TOPS AND 

UNITS.

 IS IT ALSO POSSIBLE TO HAVE THE UNIT AS "OPEN 

SPACE" WITHOUT DOORS, IN WHICH CASE THE WOOD 

SHELF IS ADJUSTABLE.

 Units are assembled with simple screws between them. 

Adjustable feet are available in each unit to level it up to 

uneven floors

the gold edge effect is made in satin aluminum and gold 

painted, it is valuable material and of great visual effect.

soft closing hinges SALICE with regulation system. 

Hnges for glass door are not with self closing 

mechanism.adjustable feet are placed beneath the 

central part of the buffet to level it up to uneven floors.

Handles and legs are in metal with a special gold paint 

hand applied. This prOcedure allow a very special 

shining gold effect

AGGLOMERATED WOOD:ASH TRAY FINISH OPEN PORE TECHNICAL NAME BRONZE STOPSOL. Glass has  a mirror 

effect from outside which makes it a very precious 

feature.
this special agglomerate, on the contrary of the standard 

melaminic, has a great definition and depth  of the open 

pore, much better in quality. (mat finish)

MDF MARBLE EFFECT LACQUERED 100 GLOSS the mirror on the top is bronze finish
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The decorative is an ADORA exclusivity, it has been 

made only for us, and includes veins in gold powder 

which has outstanding effect once lacquered.

EXTENDIBLE/FIX  DINING TABLE 

160x90 - 200x100 -200+40+40 
TECHNICAL FEATURES

IMPORTANT INFORMATION

plastic materials is used exclusively on the hardware 

packing  and on the decorative parts packing.

One side of the base (identifiable by a gold 

knob) opens by pulling it outwards, allowing 

the insertion of extensions when not in use. To 

prevent the Extensions from being damaged 

when inserting or exiting the base, a dedicated 

box with decorative logos is provided.

the gold edge effect is made in satin aluminum and gold 

painted, it is valuable material and of great visual effect.

 legs are in metal with a special gold paint hand applied. 

This procedure allow a very special shining gold effect

The packing of this model has been conceived following 

the best enviromental eco sosteinability, characterized 

by a packing composed of 90% recycled materials and 

10% of plastic materials.

The guides slides under the top and are 

almost invisible when the table is 

closed 

AGGLOMERATED WOOD:ASH TRAY FINISH OPEN PORE

this special agglomerate, on the contrary of the standard 

melaminic, has a great definition and depth  of the open 

pore, much better in quality. (mat finish)

MDF MARBLE EFFECT LACQUERED 100 GLOSS the mirror on the top is bronze finish
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WARDROBE
TECHNICAL FEATURES

Handles  are in metal with a special gold paint hand 

applied. This procedure allow a very special shining gold 

effect

The packing of this model has been conceived following the 

best enviromental eco sosteinability, characterized by a 

packing composed of 90% recycled materials and 10% of 

plastic materials.

plastic materials is used exclusively on the hardware 

packing  and on the decorative parts packing.

MODULARITY
the wardrobe is composed of

this special agglomerate, on the contrary of the standard 

melaminic, has a great definition and depth  of the open 

pore, much better in quality. (mat finish)

 Doors with bronze effect mirros

MDF doors.The decorative is an ADORA exclusivity, it has 

been made only for us, and includes veins in gold 

powder which has outstanding effect once lacquered.

AGGLOMERATED WOOD:ASH TRAY FINISH OPEN PORE

this special agglomerate, on the contrary of the standard 

melaminic, has a great definition and depth  of the open 

pore, much better in quality. (mat finish)

modules are fixing between them by using the pre drilled 

holes and assembling it with the provided junctions 

male/female

WARDROBE STRUCTURE                        

INCLUDES: lateral sides, base 

and top, back panel, levelling 

feet,1 shelf, 2 cloth hanger,   

handles included

package with 2 ash tray doors

the gold edge effect is made in satin aluminum and gold 

painted, it is valuable material and of great visual effect.

package with 2 marble effect mdf doors
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MIRRORS

TECHNICAL FEATURES

External agglomerate structure, on the 

inside there is a  mirror frame consisting 

of shaped mirrors with bronze EFFECT,  

and die-cast, creating a wave effect, 

which surrounds a large mirror in bronze 

effect

the outside surround is made of bronze 

effect mirror mounted on a steel 

structure.inner part consits of standard 

silver mirror.

round mirros with diameter  300/450/600 

mm , outside structure in metal with gold 

paint
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AGGLOMERATE   SRUCTURE.DRAWERS IN MARBLE EFFECT IN MDF AND  DRAWER 

IN AGGLOMERATE ASH TRAY FINISH . INNER SIDES OF DRAWERS ARE  PVC 

COVERED AND LEATHER EFFECT.

  DRAWERS BOTTOM COVERED  IN VELVET

 ANTI FLIPPING HARDWARE IS  PROVIDED

ASSEMBLED ITEMS
TECHNICAL FEATURES

FEATURES COMMON TO ALL ELEMENTS

SELF CLOSING HINGES
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WALL DISPLAY CABINET

the wall display can be mounted either left or right and it is provided of hardware to fix it 

on the wall. Max loading weight 30 kg

AVAILABLE IN ALL FABRICS FROM OUR SAMPLES. METAL LEGS, WOOD BASE 

WALL DISPLAY CABINET
TECHNICAL FEATURES

BENCH
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BEDS
TECHNICAL FEATURES

WOODEN BEDS ALL SIZES

All wooden headboard  have 

standard led light with 

switches on the left and right 

columns.

SINGLE BED WITHOUT LED LIGHT ON 

HEADBOARD

UPHOLSTERED BEDS ALL SIZES

lifting mechanismis provides 2 

different positions. 1 fully open 

to vertical position, 2 

horizontally (as picture)
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SOFAS
TECHNICAL FEATURES

fully multilayer of wood

legs are in metal gold painted with special  shining finish, 

the frame beneath the base is in alluminium also in gold 

painted


